Subject: Corrigendum of Tender ID: 2019_RGIIM_447615_1

Reference to Tender ID 2019_RGIIM_447615_1 published in the website https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app vide publishing date 22-Feb-2019 05:00 PM and Tender reference no. IIM/IT/601/4/OT-01. It is hereby informed that the line item no 9 of B. GENERAL CONDITIONS at page no. 04 of the NleT referred as “One OEM is only allowed to submit its quotation through one System Integrator and one System Integrator is only allowed to quote for the products of single OEM for all major components of the Tender.” May be read as “One OEM is allowed to submit its quotation through Multiple System Integrators and One System Integrator is allowed to quote for the products of Single OEM for all major components of the Tender.”
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